The visual system is one of the best-studied GPCR signaling pathways and has served as a paradigm for its mode of action. In particular, the retinal rod cell and its receptor, rhodopsin, provide a model for the pathway Summary due to its low noise, exquisite sensitivity, and enormous dynamic range. Moreover, vision demands far greater G protein-coupled signaling is utilized by a wide varitime resolution than other GPCR-mediated processes; ety of eukaryotes for communicating information from therefore, rhodopsin kinase and visual arrestin must the extracellular environment. Signal termination is quench the activated receptor very quickly. Thus, visual achieved by the action of the arrestins, which bind to arrestin serves as a rapid, sensitive, and explicit "off activated, phosphorylated G protein-coupled receptors.
372-404) is connected by a flexible linker (residues 362-371) to the C domain. The C tail contains a short stretch that forms a parallel ␤ sheet interaction with the lateral strand of the N domain. In addition, the C tail makes other interactions with various parts of both the N and C domains. The dimensions of the molecule are approximately 95 ϫ 45 ϫ 60 Å .
Arrestin appears to have a novel structure. A search using the FSSP algorithm (Holm and Sander, 1998) for similar structures yielded only previously solved ␤ sandwich modules as observed in the N and C domains. No structures in the PDB remotely resemble the topology and domain orientation of full-length arrestin. The topology diagram ( Figure 3A) , as well as the C␣ trace of the refined model, indicates strong structural similarity between the N and C domains. This structural similarity is only marginally reflected in a 19.3% sequence identity (ALIGN) (Myers and Miller, 1988) . In contrast, a rotation of 158Њ superimposes 97 of the 175 C␣ atoms with a root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 1.8 Å and a P value of 10 Ϫ22 (Gerstein and Levitt, 1998). This P value underscores the superimposition's statistical significance.
The structural homology between domains is far stronger than any homology with previously described structures. The relatedness of the two individual domains, their topological independence, and particularly their arrangement relative to each other bear directly on sequence, that of C. elegans, contains only two significant inserts located in the loops between secondary structural elements. The alignment suggests that critical The current model includes residues 8-362 and 372-segments and residues implicated in function are highly 394. Although density is present in experimental maps, conserved. Clearly, there are two major families of arresidues 363-371 have been modeled as polyalanine, restin, one used in the visual systems (rod and cone) owing to their poorly defined nature, probable partial and the other used in the balance of tissues. The two occupancy, and high mobility. Similarly, residues 395-families are distinguished by an insertion between the 402 have been modeled as polyalanine for molecules ␣ C domain and the C tail (see below). This segment has and ␣Ј only, and their placement is provisional. No denbeen implicated in the interaction with clathrin endocytic sity is discernible for the amino-terminal six residues. desensitization (Krupnick et al., 1997). A crystal structure of visual arrestin from bovine retinae in the P crystal form was reported at 3.3 Å resolution (Granzin et al., 1998). The structure described here difOligomerization Both crystal forms have an asymmetric unit comprising fers significantly in biologically relevant ways from the previous report.
an arrestin tetramer. As noted above, there are two ␣ molecules and two ␤ molecules, where ␣ and ␤ differ only in their conformation. The protomers (an ␣␤ dimer) Molecular Architecture Each molecule is composed of two domains where each are related by a single noncrystallographic two-fold axis. Hence, the arrangement is a symmetrical dimer of ␣␤ domain is constructed from a seven-stranded ␤ sandwich (Figures 2 and 3A) . The sandwich comprises a fourheterodimers. The noncrystallographic two-fold symmetry facilitated the structure analysis. However, the stranded ␤ sheet packed against a three-stranded ␤ sheet. Each domain contains an additional lateral strand. transformation relating the ␣ and ␤ molecules within the protomeric dimer was not used; rather, both ␣ and ␤ The two domains, named N domain (residue 8-180) and C domain (residue 188-362), are related by an intramowere built independently. The quaternary structure observed in both crystal lecular pseudo two-fold rotation axis. The N domain is adorned with a single ␣ helix, while the C domain conforms and in the previously reported structure is the same. This observation suggests that the oligomerizatains two short 3 10 helices in a long loop that provides some of the interface between the two domains. The tion in the crystal is inherent to the chemistry of arrestin rather than an artefact of the crystal packing and led us very carboxyl terminus of the protein or "C tail" (residues The dimer interface between ␣ and ␤ involves two loci takes a helical conformation, whereas in ␤, it forms a strand-turn-strand, forming an antiparallel ␤ sheet interof interactions ( Figures 5C and 5E ). Importantly, dimerization of ␣ and ␤ buries 2100 Å 2 of solvent-exposed action with a neighboring crystallographic symmetry mate. The sequence falls into a hitherto rare but now surface area, a value that is well in the range for functional dimers in solution (Jones and Thornton, 1995 The polar core also provides a mechanism for facile reorganization of the structure. Unlike the usual hydrophobic core of globular proteins whose structure accommodates a wide range of changes in side chain packing by small local adjustments in the fold (Lim and Sauer, 1989; Matthews, 1995), changes in the delicate balance of electrostatic charge in the polar core's solvent-shielded environment are likely to lead to its substantial disruption.
The functional significance of this unique polar core may lie in the role that receptor phosphorylation plays in regulating the affinity of arrestin for the receptor. Phosphorylation of the cytoplasmic C-terminal segment of the activated receptor is the molecular switch that Following a simplistic coulomb repulsion approach, et al., 1994) (residues 1-370) or its proteolytic removal (Palczewski et al., 1991b) parallels to some degree the one would expect that reversing the charge of any of the aspartate residues in the polar core would yield relaxation of specificity caused by charge reversal mutations (e.g., R175E) in the polar core. Thus, unlike fullthe same binding response as R175E, thus providing a simple explanation for the mechanism of action. But the length arrestin, p 44 binds to Rho*, as well as to Rho-P (dark adapted, phosphorylated rhodopsin). Moreover, mutation that has the most significant effect is D296R (Vishnivetskiy et al., 1999) ( Figure 6B ). Asp-296 is located the activation energy required to bind Rho*-P is reduced in half, from 140 kJ mol Ϫ1 to 70 kJ mol Ϫ1 (Pulvermü ller in a "lariat" loop (residues 283-304, blue chain in Figure  6A for the mechanism of activation proposed for visual arrestin is shared among all members of this molecular Model for Arrestin's Activation family. Based on the structural, biochemical, and mutational Our assignment of the C-terminal part of arrestin difinformation, we present a model that explains how arfers with the previous reported structure of arrestin restin's activity is regulated. We propose that the basal (Granzin et al., 1998), where the C terminus could only state is maintained by the critical hydrogen-bonded salt be traced to residues 363 and 368 for molecules ␣/␣Ј bridges of the polar core and by interactions of the or ␤/␤Ј, respectively. Rather, the first nine residues of regulatory C tail. Upon binding, the receptor's negatively the N terminus were assigned positions where we place charged phosphate ester disrupts the polar core and residues 375-384. There are multiple reasons why we releases the C tail of arrestin. Together these events believe that our assignment is correct. First, experimenlead to a reorientation of the N and C domains that favors tal maps from this region (Figure 1) show unambiguous the binding of arrestin to the activated, phosphorylated side chain density for the aromatic residues of the C receptor. The disruption of the constraints would permit tail (Phe-375, Phe-377, Phe-380, and Tyr-391). Second, a structural reorganization and thereby facilitate the formutations that disrupt the polar core should lead to profound functional changes; however, mutations that mation of an arrestin-receptor complex. This model is that would be unlikely if Lys-2 would be fixed in the deuteroacetylated in the presence and absence of lightactivated, phosphorylated receptor. Residues on arpolar core. Fourth, sequence conservation and mutational sensitivity are the hallmarks of functionally imporrestin protected from chemical modification by the receptor mark regions that are most likely to be in contact tant segments of a given structure, and usually such segments are well-ordered components of a crystal with rhodopsin. These residues are found on both domains. Moreover, approximately 70 Å separates patches structure. As noted earlier, this is the case in our model, where the conserved and mutationally sensitive resiof protected lysine residues in each domain, while the entire cytosolic surface of rhodopsin spans less than dues of the C tail make well-defined interactions, which we posit are central to arrestin's regulatory mechanism.
40 Å (Schertler and Hargrave, 1995) . This implies that the activated form of arrestin must make a major conforThe C-terminal tail (369-404) is not visible in the previously reported structure. Finally, it is unlikely that the mational adjustment to protect lysine side chains in both domains upon binding to receptor. It will be necessary discrepancies described above arise from differences in crystal forms. We have independently solved and parto pursue other approaches such as alanine scanning mutagenesis in order to better define the residues retially refined the same crystal form (P) as that used in the previous report and find that the apparent disorder quired for receptor binding and specificity. However, taken together these results are consistent with our proof the N terminus and structure of the C tail are the same in the P form as in the C form (presented in detail posal that after the phosphorylated receptor's C-terminal segment interacts, a cooperative conformational in this report). switch occurs which alters the orientation between N and C domains, thereby potentiating binding of both Receptor Binding domains to the receptor. (Figure 8B ). Lysine residues were sparged with argon to prevent oxidation and the protein was imme-A complete and self-consistent set of sites was developed for the selenium, iridium, and ethyl mercury derivatives by cross-difference diately used for crystallization. Selenomethionine substitution was Fourier analysis at low resolution. At that stage, derivative (additional confirmed by mass spectrometry. derivatives as listed in Table 1 essentially identical with an rmsd of 0.6 Å for corresponding C␣ Due to the weak inherent order of both crystal forms, usable data atoms. were obtained only at insertion device synchrotron sources. ThereThe structure of the primitive (P) crystal form was solved by molecfore, the MAD experiment required an undulator beamline in order to ular replacement with CNS using a partially refined model of the C form (tetrameric model) as a search structure. A fast direct rotation provide sufficient intensity for accurate measurement of the Bijvoet search showed a top peak (correlation coefficient ϭ 16.6%) 4.3 pairs. times greater than the next peak. A translation search gave a solution Native and derivative data were collected at 100 K with synchrowith a 61% correlation coefficient. Refinement of the four molecules tron radiation as detailed in Table 1 . The oscillation range was usuas rigid bodies resulted in an R factor of 36%. Subsequently, the ally 0.3Њ to 0.5Њ except for data from the F1 beamline (CHESS) where model was refined as above. Composite simulated annealing omit 1Њ oscillations were used. For heavy atom derivatives, the wavemaps were used to confirm that the molecular models were essenlength was tuned where possible to the absorption edge and the tially the same in the C and P forms. In particular, there was no inverse beam technique was used to collect the Friedel pairs. A density observed for the first amino-terminal eight residues, and the four-wavelength selenomethionine (MAD) experiment (Hendrickson, C tail is represented by contiguous density with appreciable side 1991) was performed on the ID19 beamline at Advanced Photon chain density in A weighted 2Fo-Fc difference maps. Source. Data were collected at the anticipated peak of the absorption edge ( 1 ), its presumed inflection point ( 2 ), and low ( 3 ) and Acknowledgments high ( 4 ) energy remote points. (Subsequent data analysis indicated that, due to flawed fluorescence spectra, both 1 and 2 data sets This paper is dedicated to the memory of our colleague and friend, straddled the Se absorption peak.) All data sets were processed Serge Pares, who helped initiate this project. He and his wife are with DENZO and SCALEPACK (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997).
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